T he title of this editorial is phrased as an imperative because it is for me unthinkable that the ethic within which palliative care operates could be deaf to the voices of poverty. These are the voices of real people, of the poor and all of us linked to them. There are those who are poor because they have never had anything of what they have really needed since the day they were born. And now, when these poor people begin their dying from cancers and a host of other utterly inadequately treated conditions, the voice of their poverty becomes a scream of unrelieved pain. Are we all voices of this poverty?
Others are poor because they have lost, or are about to lose everything they have ever had. The poverty of these poor is more all-inclusive and deeper than poverty understood as a lack of means and resources to assure the fulfillment of basic needs. This is the poverty of Shakespeare's Seventh Age. These seven ages are the Acts of the Play of men and women acting out their many parts on the stage of the world. Finally, the seventh age: "Last scene of all, that ends this strange, eventful history, is second childishness and mere oblivion, sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything" (2) . Are we all voices of this poverty?
Poverty: A Blight on Humanity
Poverty is as varied and complex as human life is, and it would be shallow thinking to understand poverty as being only a lack of money, means, and resources to assure a livelihood. Never would I deny, of course, and, indeed, it must be morally and politically emphasized, that poverty, as the lack of resources and opportunities to fulfill basic human needs for food, shelter, clothing, companionship and health care, is a deep, ever recurring, and destructive blight on humanity.
The novelist, Henning Mankell, speaks of this category of poverty, the poverty that desiccates and shrivels the roots of human flourishing, survival, and dignity, when he says that poverty is the only problem of the world. Poverty for Mankell is radical, in the sense of being at the hub of all outward radiating problems and ills because he knows of no problem in the human world that is not connected to poverty. Of his most recent book (Kennedy's Brain), Mankell says: "This book is about what poor people are prepared in desperation to do, and what other people that for sure are not poor are absolutely prepared to do with those people" (3).
I think Borges is right if the same poverty of which he speaks includes, even if it is not totally reduced to, the poverty of which Mankell speaks. We are all voices of that poverty, but we do not all speak with the same voice. There are the voices, often only the whimperings, of desperation of those enduring the sufferings of multiple, all-encompassing deprivation from which they have abandoned all hope of ever being free. Others speak out, even cry out in outrage, against the inhumanity under which people exist, trapped in the extremes of nothingness until they die. And then, there the voices of silence, the voices of those, who, undistracted by and insensitive to the globalized plight of the poor, babble on about profit, riches, and the refinements of privilege on this planet.
Those whose personal and professional lives centre on the care of very sick, intensely suffering, and dying people are bound by their mission of care to listen very attentively to the voices of poverty because the cries of unrelieved pain are among these voices, and they can be heard now, as they have been heard for centuries, in countries throughout the world.
The cries of Zainabu Sesay-"It burns, it buuuurns like fire" -reached me from Sierra Leone through the voice of Donald G. McNeil • writing in the International Herald Tribune about "Poor destined to die in pain" (4). Mrs. Sesay's tumour, now burst through her skin, looks like a "putrid head of cauliflower", and she will cry to death in unrelieved pain. Why? Because morphine is too costly? Not really. It is largely because morphine is simply not available. And that is because Zainabu Sesay lives in a culture poor in knowledge and paralyzed by outmoded fears about morphine and the relief of pain (5) . Are we all voices of Zainabu Sesay's poverty?
Final Poverty: The human Condition? David Rieff has recently written a memoir about Susan Sontag's, his mother's, final illness and death from cancer (6) . In her review of this book, Katie Roiphe writes about the "terrifying democracy of illness" (7) . She reflects on the pain of seeing that levelling process of final illness leave Susan Sontag, that fiercely independent, highly articulate woman, destitute of the sense of exceptionality that largely defined her. Sontag tells her son, "This time, for the first time in my life, I don't feel special" (8) . One of the most profound and moving passages of Rieff's memoir, Roiphe finds, is where the son "questions whether, on some level, his mother (Susan Sontag) thought that she was too special to die" (9) . Although his mother might be covered in sores, incontinent, and half delirious, David Rieff does not want to write straightforwardly that she is (10) . The book reviewer Roiphe writes of Sontag's determination and constant acts of self-transcendence, developed after her earlier bouts with cancer; of Sontag's intellectual strength and bravado that made it impossible for Sontag "to accept that fatal illness was not another circumstance she could master" (11) . However, if Roiphe has correctly interpreted Rieff's memoir, "this time it didn't work" (12) . And Rieff writes that his mother faced "the death where knowledge meant nothing, the will to fight meant nothing, the skill of the doctors meant nothing" (13) .
In Roiphe's account of Rieff's memoir about his mother's final illness, can we not hear the voices of final poverty, the poverty of Shakespeare's seventh age? That voice of final poverty is indeed merciless as is Shakespeare's voice in Macbeth:
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow Creeps in this petty pace from day to day To the last syllable of recorded time, And all our yesterdays have lighted fools The way to dusty death. Out, out brief candle. Life's but a walking shadow, a poor player That struts and frets his hour upon the stage, And then is heard no more. It is a tale Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, Signifying nothing. (14) Could Jorge Luis Borges possibly be right? Are we all voices of the same poverty, even of Shakespeare's final poverty? Are we all only a voice of that poverty or can we or someone, somewhere respond to it? Did C.M. Hopkins so respond when, with defiant voice he exclaimed:
Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee; Not untwist-slack they may be-these last strands of man In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can: Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. (15) Is C.M. Hopkins' voice also a voice of the final poverty of Shakespeare's Seventh Age of human life?
